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 The ancient Egyptian historian, Manetho, sometimes reminds me of a complex painting in 
which there are so many sundry items that the eye cannot take them in all at once.  One can stare at the 
canvas on numerous occasions and still miss details that one will suddenly see when one least expects 
to.  It has literally taken me years to understand what this author intended and the end is not yet in 
sight, it would seem.   One of the reasons for this is because, in the main, we only have brief snippets of 
Manetho  from  Flavius  Josephus,  one  of  them  being  an  epitome,  a  kinglist  without  explanatory 
supplement.   It is taken from Manetho's  Aegyptiaca, his history of his native land, which doubtless 
was more forthcoming with details about these pharaohs.

I have made a number of points already in my brief tutorial book on the historian,  Manetho 
Demystified, but something else occurred to me while being forced to ponder the “coregency problem” 
anew for another book I was writing.1

There is a ruler whom Manetho points to as being  a female, the daughter of a king, who follows 
after the rather securely identified “Amenophis, for 30 years, 10 months” —who is surely Amunhotep 
III.  The woman is called “Acencheres”, very probably “Ankhkheperure”, who is assigned 12 years and 
one month's duration.  In between  them is the redundant “Orus” with his 36 years and 5 months.  After 
Acencheres on the kingly roster is “then her brother Rathotis for 9 years”.  

The consensus has  taken this Rathotis to be Tutankhamun, who, as far as we know, reigned for 
9 years and died sometime in his Year 10, his highest attestation on a wine jar docket.  The name 
appears to contain the element “twt” as a possibility and the duration is virtually correct.  However, one 
must wonder what can have remained of young Tutankhamun for Manetho to have been aware of his 
existence.   He was probably born at Akhetaten or Tell el Amarna, where only archaeology has found 
traces of his name as he did not rule long from there—if ever.  Elsewhere, his monuments and images 

1 My Quest for Nefertiti, Pacific Moon Publications [2015]
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were usurped by his immediate successors, Ay and Horemheb.  Tutankhamun's tomb in the Valley of 
the Kings, containing its fabulous treasure, was not known to Manetho.  Its whereabouts had been 
fortunately lost to memory centuries before 300 BCE, which is around the time the historian lived and 
wrote. No kinglist of which we are aware contained the name of Nebkheperure Tutankhamun, he being 
tainted by the heresy of his father, Akhenaten, both being deliberate omissions.  Since Tutankhamun's 
kingship seems devoted to the god, Amun, and the old Egyptian pantheon, this seems a rather harsh 
proscription.  And yet the next king, Ay, was afforded the same lack of consideration and the official list 
went from Amunhotep III directly to Horemheb.  This last had employed extreme measures to restore 
order  within  Egypt  and,  besides,  the  following  19th Dynasty  owed  its  existence  to  him.   Since 
Horemheb had no surviving children, he appointed the future Ramesses I to succeed him.  The bias 
against those rulers who come between Amunhotep III and Horemheb makes the roster of Manetho 
even more remarkable and intriguing.  

Of course, there were always the legends, which the historian did not ignore, but Tutankhamun, 
who died so young, probably did not figure in those, either.  Far more likely to be recalled in the folk 
memory was Akhenaten, the monotheist and Atenist, the persecutor of the traditional gods.  In the 19th 

Dynasty Memphite tomb of Mes, Akhenaten was referred to as “pA xrw”, which means “the enemy” or 
perhaps  “the criminal” of Akhetaten, the city which he had built.   Oddly enough, the actual prenomen 
of Akhenaten, Neferkheperure, was not forgotten despite the hesitancy to write it.  It is included in the 
Suda, an encyclopedia of the Mediterranean world from the Byzantine era, as “Nephersophris”, which 
is  how the name would have been pronounced in Lower Egypt,  where “kh” was spoken as “sh”. 
However, since there was no way to write “sh” in Greek, nor could the Greeks pronounce it, all such 
Egyptian names were merely rendered with “s”.2  

Regardless, “Rathotis” may not have reflected an actual pharaonic prenomen or nomen any 
more than “pA xrw”.  This likely became “Bocchoris” in a  tale involving an Egyptian king, who was 
“contemptible in appearance”, as told by some antique chroniclers.3  Rathotis, in fact, may have also 
referred to Akhenaten, the brother of the woman-king, Acencheres. 

Thanks to the science of molecular genetics, we now know, or should know, that Akhenaten and 
Nefertiti  were  brother  and  sister—and  that  Neferneferuaten  Nefertiti  was  also  a  king  called 
Ankhkheperure.   It  is  doubtless  her  that  Manetho  intended  with  his  first  Acencheres,  the  king's 
daughter.  All those named Acencheres reigned for 12 years +  x months.  I had previously written that 
this was probably because there was no higher date in a royal tomb at Tell el Amarna than Year 12 II 
Peret, Day 8 and, as that was considered the terminus for the entire city, that was also thought the last 
year  for  anyone  named  Ankhkheperure.   Since  there  can  hardly  have  been  any  actual  year  date 
anywhere in Egypt, proving that a king with that prenomen can have had so long a reign, all must have 
been based on this same date from the two tombs at Tell el Amarna.4  

The last truly recognizable pharaoh in this part of Manetho's 18th Dynasty [although the term 
“dynasty”  is  not  mentioned in the  excerpt  of  Josephus]  is  “Amenophis,  for  30 years  10 months”. 
Theophilus, an acknowledged  copier of Josephus, agrees with this absolutely.  Africanus does, too, but 
always rounds off the regnal years, in this instance to 31.5   At one time I belived that “Amenophis”, 
who must represent Amunhotep III, had been short-changed by Manetho as he lasted as long as 38 
2 By the era of Manetho, the seat of learning had long since shifted to the Delta, Alexandria becoming its center.  Citation: 

Fabien  Hertier,  Deux  mentions  du  prænomen  d'Akhénaton dans  une  encyclopédie  byzantine  du  Xe siècle.  Égypte 
nilotique   et méditerranéenne, 2012, p. 115-117.    

3 Lysimachus, Tacitus, and Diodorus Siculus, for example.  This Bocchoris is not to be confused with another by that 
name who is evidently King Bakenrenef of Dynasty 24.

4 Those of Meryre II and Huya.
5 Africanus likely followed another ancient historian,  Ptolemy of Mendes, who existed much later than Manetho but 

agrees with him to a certain extent.
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years in reality but, suddenly, it dawned on me what the historian meant to convey.   Amunhotep III 
was sole ruler for 30 years and, in the 10th month, at the very time that he celebrated his Year 30 jubilee, 
the older king appointed his son as coregent.  In fact, the pharaoh elevated his eldest daughter, Sitamun, 
from a princess to a queen at the same point.  Sitamun became a junior wife of her own father as she 
was too old for the new coregent, Amunhotep IV, who was a mere boy at the time.  The latter was 
quickly given a sister/consort nearer to his own age, namely Nefertiti, although in his first royal portrait 
on the lintel of the tomb of Kheruef,6 the heir is depicted with his mother, Queen Tiye, and no wife. 
This  would  indicate  that  Amunhotep IV was  not  yet  married  at  the  time of  his  appointment  and 
nowhere near the age of about twenty years that some would picture him as having been.

It would seem very possible that the brother who follows the first Ankhkheperure in the list of 
Manetho does not actually succeed her.  Perhaps it was suspected even in antiquity that the two were 
coregents but not necessarily certain who came first.  But the 9 years of Rathotis could reflect the time 
that he was king without his father, with whom he was a co-ruler for 8 years.  9+8 equal 17, the total 
length of time of Akhenaten on Egypt's throne.   By Year 9 of Neferkheperure we see that changes have 
been made to the cartouches of the Aten.  I believe that this alteration occurred because the "sun", 
namely Amunhotep III,  had  died after  a  coregency of  8  years  and now the monotheism could  be 
reinforced by the omission of everything pertaining to that "holy trinity" of Ra, Shu, and Tefnut. It has 
also been speculated that Year 9 was when the persecution of the name of the god Amun began in 
earnest and, truly,  that would also not have been feasible until  after the demise of Amunhotep III, 
whose very name meant “Amun is satisfied”.  Dr. Francisco Martin-Valentin has offered proof for a 
coregency of 8 years in his article about the work of the Spanish Mission in the tomb of the vizier, 
Huy.7  I, myself, have admitted that this is mandated by a fairly young age-at-death of Queen Tiye as 
can be seen from her mummy.8  

That Akhenaten was recalled in the folk memory of Egypt as “Bocchoris”, the ugly king who 
presided over an exodus of the Hebrews, is well-enough established.  That he was even the inspiration 
for the character of Oedipus the King in a Greek drama was suggested by Emmanuel Velikovsky, an 
idea  that  was  not  taken  seriously  by  many  in  the  field  of  Egyptology.   But,  actually,  the  name 
“Oedipus” means “swollen leg” or foot, the distinction not stressed by ancient languages, including the 
Egyptian.  The word “rd” means both and survived into Coptic as “rat”.  Another Egyptian term, “wti”, 
has  the  meaning  of   something  that  is  “enlarged”  and  perhaps  swollen.  Hence  perhaps  “rd-wti”. 
Therefore, there is the chance that a king of Egypt or Thebes with an enlarged foot or leg was already 
part of the Egyptian mnemohistory around 300 BCE when Manetho lived.  “Oedipus the King” was 
written by Sophocles about a century earlier and there is no reason why the author of the Aegyptiaca, 
so steeped in Greek culture, should not have been familiar with this play.  It must be admitted that 
recent research has connected a deformed foot to Tutankhamun―whereas the KV55 skeleton, who is 
Akhenaten, had a bad hip, instead.  Both pharaohs doubtless walked with a limp and required the aid of 
a cane or crutch.  Regardless, a colossal statue of Akhenaten from East Karnak at Thebes has the odd 
feature of extremely bloated legs or thighs and perhaps that is where the name “Rathotis” comes from.

The “Oros” [or “Orus”] of Manetho's list has been rightly interpreted as being a repetition of 
Amunhotep III.  This king is assigned only 36 years and five months in the versions of Josephus and 
Theophilus but, in one copy of Eusebius via Syncellus, the correct tally of 38 years is given.  One 
might  say that  this  was  an  attempt  to  render  the  total  years  of  Amunhotep III  as  king of  Egypt, 
including the time he was a co-ruler with Akhenaten.  Why the older pharaoh was called “Oros” this 

6 TT192.
7 Valentin, Francisco Martin; Bedman, Teresa,  "Proof of an Amenhotep III/IV Coregency found in Asasif Tomb 28", 

Kmt  Vol. 25,2 [2014] 
8 As explained in Chapter Three of  My Quest For Nefertiti.
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time is rather obscure, but it can hardly be anyone other than Nebmaare Amunhotep in that part of the 
dynasty. Manetho has three kings named Achencheres.  The second is stated as having been a “son” of 
Rathotis, lasting for 12 years and five months.  Manetho always reckoned the last month of a king from 
the beginning of the calendar year.  The 5th month was the terminus for “Oros”, which could mean that 
Amunhotep III died in the premier month of the season of Peret.  That seems to have been the scenario 
for the next Acencheres, as well, who might be Smenkhkare or even Tutankhamun.  The latter, it is 
said,  was  buried  in  the  spring,  judging  by the  flora  used  for  his  funeral.   With  seventy  days  of 
preparation following a demise in I Peret, Tutankhamun would certainly have been placed in his tomb, 
KV62, in the spring time―or between III and IV Peret.  But, again, one would have to wonder how 
that can have been realized by Manetho or anyone else during the era of the Ptolemies,  given the 
obscurity of Tutankhamun then. The next Acencheres with a reign of 12 years and three months could 
be Kheperkheperure Ay but there is no evidence of such a long duration for any of the post-Amarna 
rulers.  A confusing aspect of the regnal years supplied by Manetho per Josephus is that, sometimes, 
they closely resemble the archaeological record and, at other times, appear to be off by a complete 
decade.  This seems to have been the case with “Armais” or Horemheb, who was attributed 4 years and 
one month, when he almost certainly was king of Egypt for 14 years.  

The first Acencheres, the female pharaoh, can have been assigned 12 years as a combination of 
the  9  years  with  her  husband,  Akhenaten,  and  the  3  years  she  was  a  regent  under  the  name  of 
Ankhkheperure Neferneferuaten due to the very young age of Tutankhamun, the rightful male heir.  It 
is  difficult  to  know  the  truth  about  these  kings  named  Acencheres―and  that  might  have  been 
Manetho's problem, as well.   One can only guess as to why he attributed them all 12 years of reign at 
the moment, although that, too, may become clearer at some future time.  For the moment, however, it 
appears plain enough that the Egyptian wished to quantify the sole reign of Amunhotep III as having 
lasted for 30 years and 10 months.


